
Abstract 
Website plays a significant role in success of an e-business, 
e-books & Knowledge Discovery. It is the main start point 
of any organization and corporation for its customers, so 
it's important to customize and design it according to the 
visitors. Also, websites are a place to introduce services of 
an organization and highlight new service to the visitors and 
audiences. we know already some existing search engine. The 
existing search engines do not provide content search from 
the collection of database, as no information about context 
is stored in database. The existing search engine mostly uses 
the agent based search then the database based search. With 
the possibility of world wide access current Web applications 
have an almost unlimited amount of potential users. With 
the collected information changes and optimizations can be 
applied to the Web application to hit the users requirements. 
The user who may be researcher, students, and even common 
person expect topic and need content. as a new field of research 
in data mining and knowledge discovery, Today’s digital library 
is a massive collection of various types and categories of 
documents. We will design a prototype as a search engine 
we proposed a algorithm in this paper for web content mining 
using the database approach and multilevel Data tracking for 
digital library.
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I. Introduction
The speed with which business transactions can be published 
over the Web has been a driving force inthe rising of electronic 
commerce. Especially, e-commerce activities that include the 
end user is undergoing a huge revolution. The ability to track 
and log the user behavior on the Web site down to individual 
mouse clicks has brought the vendor close to the consumer. 
It is now possible for a Web site developer to personalize the 
application his product message for individual customers. This 
phenomenon is being referred to as mass customization. A 
major key to learn from customer is data tracking and mining. 
Traditionally, a more sophisticated method is the multi-level 
data mining approach that is presented in this paper. related 
work of commercial solutions for intelligent recommendations 
based on data mining. And also introduces into the wide field of 
Web mining and information and pattern analysis. It describes 
how the data is processed to gather useful information, explains 
how multilevel data tracking and logging can be included into 
Web applications. Therefore, the application is bases on three 
layers. then concludes the paper and gives a review.

II. Related work
Although, providing intelligent recommendations based on data 
mining in Web based systems is a relatively young research field, 
there are several vendors, which  offer corresponding products, 
e.g. Front MindTM Systems from Manna Inc., Vignette  SuiteTM 
from Vignette, Macromedia or Net Perception for e-commerce 
from Net Perception. Most of these products have been arisen 

of existing stand-alone applications developed over years but 
actually extended by Web functionalities. User tracking forms 
just one column of their total basis in those systems. According 
to the offered range of functionalities, purchase prices of these 
platforms are extremely high. Although, available products are 
quite powerful, the used tracking and logging functionalities 
are tuned for their corresponding recommendation engines. 
Consequently, attaching on a third vendor product will provoke 
strong efforts to apply an existing system to needs of our Web 
application. As these products are quite huge jumbos, such a 
task might be more cost- and time-intensively than developing a 
small but specific user tracking tool. Additionally, vendor support 
is mostly needed for customized adaptations. So, for being 
neither dependent on a vendor nor inflexed in development, we 
consider user tracking methodologies represented in research 
and technology. 

III. Information and Pattern Discovery using Web 
Mining
The exponential grow of information sources available in the 
World Wide Web demands for automated tools to find the desired 
information resource and to track and analyze user behavior 
using a Web application. This reason causes the necessity 
of developing server-side and client-side intelligent systems, 
which can efficient mine for knowledge. “Web mining is the 
use of data mining techniques to automatically discover and 
extract information from Web documents and services [1]”. In 
this section we provide an overview of the different categories, 
techniques and problems concerning Web mining and we take 
a closer look at Web usage mining. When collecting server side 
data various challenges, like the integration of several data 
sources such as server access logs, referrer logs or profile 
information, have to be coped. The process of Web mining 
can be divided into four subtasks [1]: (i) Finding Resources: 
the task of retrieving intended Web documents. (ii) Information 
selection and preprocessing: selection and preprocessing 
specific information from retrieved Web resources by automated 
mechanisms.(iii)Generalization: Discovering general patterns at 
individual Web sites as well as across multiple sites. (iv) Analysis: 
validation and/or interpretation of the mined patterns.

A. Web Mining Categories
Web mining can be categorized into three areas of interest 
depending on which kind of information to mine: Web content 
mining, Web structure mining and Web usage mining. Web 
content mining characterizes the discovery of information 
from Web resources. Web structure mining tries to find the 
model underlying the link structures of the Web. It is based 
on the topology of the hyperlinks contained in the 274 Web 
pages. Finally, the Web usage mining tries to detect patterns 
in the data,  generated by the behaviors or the sessions of Web 
surfers. Web usage mining collects secondary data created by 
the interaction of the users with the Web. Those data include 
the Web server access logs, proxy server logs, browser logs, 
user profiles, Book  ark data, mouse clicks, and scrolls, and 
any further data as the result of interaction. The classes and 
the subcategories of Web mining are depicted in Fig.   1
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Fig. 1: Categories of Web Mining

1. Web Content Mining
The automated discovery of Web-based information is difficult 
because of the missing structure of information sources in the 
World Wide Web. A help in finding information are traditional 
search engines such as Google, Lycos, Alta Vista or WebCrawler. 
But the problem is that they do not provide structural information 
by categorizing, filtering or interpreting documents. Researchers 
have developed more intelligent tools for information retrieval, 
such as intelligent Web Agents or Multilevel Databases. Those 
efforts can be grouped into two subcategories: the Agent based 
Approach and the Database Approach
(i) Agent based Approach: The agent approach uses so called 

Web agents to collect relevant information from the World 
Wide Web. A Web agent is a program that visits a Web site 
and filters the information the user is interested in. There 
are three subtypes for the agent based approach: Intelligent 
Search Agents, Information Filtering/Categorization and 
the Personalized Web Agents. For more information about 
these subtypes .

(ii) Database Approach: The database approach for Web 
mining tries to develop techniques for organizing semi-
structured data stored in the Web into more structured 
collections of information resources. Standard database 
querying mechanisms and data mining techniques can 
be used to analyze those collections then. The database 
approach can be divided into two subtypes:

B. Multilevel Databases and Web Query Systems.

1. Web Structure Mining
In Web structure mining the interesting data is the structure 
of the hyperlinks within the Web itself (inter document 
structure).  Some algorithms to model the Web topology have 
been developed, such as HITS or PageRank. These models 
are used as a method to qualify the rank or relevance of each 
Web page. An example for the use of such an algorithm is the 
ranking model used in Google. More uses of Web structure can 
be found in the context of Web warehousing.

2. Web Usage Mining
“Web usage mining focuses on techniques that could predict 
user behavior while the user interacts with the Web.” The 
mined data in this category are the secondary data on the 
Web as the result of interaction, as explained before. Two 
main categories for applications of Web usage mining can be 
classified: learning a user profile or user modeling in adaptive 
interfaces (personalized) and learning user navigation patterns 
(impersonalized). For user purposes techniques that could 

learn their information needs and preferences, which is user 
modeling possibly combined with Web content mining. On 
the other hand, Web content mining is interesting for content 
providers to improve the effectiveness of the information on 
their Web sites by adopting the Web site content or design 
to offer the user tailored information. They are interested in 
learning user navigation patterns. The learned knowledge can 
be used to improve the system, modify the site, characterize 
the usage or personalize the Web site to each specific user.

C. Pattern Discovery from Web Transactions
When the data is collected the next critical step is to analyze how 
users are accessing the site. The result of the analysis is used 
to determine effective marketing strategies and to optimize the 
logical structure of the Web site. Before the mining algorithms 
can be applied a number of issues in preprocessing must be 
solved. The main issues in preprocessing are developing a 
model of access log data, developing techniques to clean/filter 
the raw data to eliminate outliners and/or irrelevant items, 
grouping individual page accesses into semantic units (i.e. 
transactions), integration of various data sources such as user 
registration information, and specializing genericdata mining 
algorithms to take advantage of the specific nature of access log 
data. Data cleaning is the first task in preprocessing. Deleting 
irrelevant information can be done by checking the suffix of the 
URL name. For example, all log entries that contain filename 
suffixes such as gif, jpeg, jpg may be removed. A related but 
more difficult problem is to check if important accesses are 
not logged. Local caches or proxy servers can distort the data 
of access logs. By using cookies, cache busting and explicit 
user registration these problems can be overcome. Another 
problem that occurs with proxy servers is user identification. 
The use of the machine name to uniquely identify users can 
lead into several users being erroneously grouped together as 
one user only. Transaction identification is the second major 
preprocessing task. Before the mining process is applied to 
the Web usage data, sequences of page references have to be 
grouped into logical entities representing Web transactions of 
user sessions. A user session is the sequence of page requests 
made by a user while a single visit on the Web site. The problems 
that occur in the data cleaning process are also found in 
transaction identification. There is no convenient method of 
grouping page references into transactions smaller than the 
complete user session, unlike in traditional domains for data 
mining.

IV. Multi-level Data Tracking and Logging
The search item is one word or multiple words. The search 
item is mapped with metadata modeled as database. The data 
modeling of metadata provide the classification as marker and 
word resource warehouse, where word is mapped to digital 
object like word index of book. The concept is using multilayered 
database approach for searching rather then agent based.  
The model data are stored in multiple layers. The first layer is 
domain semantic - specifies the domain of document. Now the 
search on subject specific is possible. The documents stored 
in digital libraries are treated as warehouse of unstructured, 
semi-structured and structured documents. The mining always 
tries to infer the structure, unstructured or semi-structured 
data which needs to convert it into structured manner. The 
structured of the document can not be changed as to maintain 
originality. The user searches information by the word or by the 
phrase similar to searching word in the index of book, which 
points out page number on which content is available. The 
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second layer has classification by resource type from database 
view. The digital libraries have digital resources like e-books, 
research paper, white paper, reports, thesis, dissertation etc 
The third layer is details of objects. The whole digital collection 
of documents needs to organized documents attributes-wise 
so that search is also possible by attribute of documents like 
title, author etc. Web personalization should base on relevant 
information such as history of customer clicks, Web server 
responses, enterprise data and semantically rich kind of
information such as category of a page. By considering just 
static Web pages (pure HTML), a Web server has simply to 
parse user requests. Reading appropriate files from a disk and 
sending them to clients. In contrast, dynamically generated 
Web pages are based on data provided by relational databases, 
object-oriented databases or XML repositories. After parsing 
user requests, the Web server has to send appropriate queries 
to the database, which is often handled via a middleware layer, 
namely the application server. There, execution of business 
logic functions is responsible for fetching the results from the 
database. The query results are sent back to the Web server, 
which puts them in formats like HTML and sends them back 
to the clients. This approach is well-known as “Three Tier 
Architecture” and multilayer Database approach The digital 
resources in library are organized and maintains by using 
the metadata - data about data. The metadata are organized 
in tables of databases. Here we model over this metadata 
database to visualize the Digital Library as warehouse of words 
and words are classified into subjective datamart – webmart-
marker, The subject-wise words are gathered in datamart serve 
as index. And the document- metadata serve as object resource 
warehouse like book

Fig. 2: Block diagram of multilayered database using marker

The model treats the documents as bucket of words. The 
words are classified subject-wise. The classified words are 
kept in many buckets i.e. marker. The words in the marker 
do the job of domain classification –Domain Semantic. The 
Unique ID identifies the words in marker, which points out the 
resource. However, the digital objects are also classified by 
resource type like e-Book, Research Paper, etc. The words in 
first layer are mapped with the resource type of digital object. 
The accessibility of contents is made easy by the page number 
of digital object. This is second layer word-resource warehouse 
operates. The third layer is metadata of digital objects operates 
as an object resource warehouse as shown in fig. 2.

A. Three Tier Architecture
The Three Tier Architecture splits the power of Web applications 
into three different parts such as presentation, application 
and data level. Each of these levels is responsible for the 
implementation of specific functionalities. So, the presentation 
layer provides visualization of Web pages, the application layer 

supports business logic capabilities and the data layer capsules 
real data physically stored. Interaction is normally performed 
between presentation and application level and between 
application and data level.
The classification of content may be like
A. Professional & Technical
 a. Engineering   
     1. Aerospace   
     ………………  
     9. Computer Science & Engineering  
      i.  Data structure
    …. ……
    vi. Neural Network
  ….…
    99. Environmental  
    100. Information Technology  
    ………………  

V. The Three Tier Architecture supports user tracking 
three fold:
(i) gathering user information at the presentation level,(ii) 
including tracking functionalities at the application layer, where 
they are included in business logic modules, and (iii)extracting 
interesting data at the data level. Considering all three tiers 
for user tracking seems to be feasible in Web applications 
because each of these tiers provides different but interesting 
information.
However, the result of all different user tracking levels should 
be integrated in a common tracking model, which will form 
the basis for any data analysis. In the following, we present 
possible techniques according to the three layers.

A. Data Layer
Actual database management systems provide comprehensive 
functionalities to manipulate data already in the database. For 
instance, stored procedures, automatic execution of jobs or 
triggers can be used for data manipulation within a database. 
As the integration of these functionalities in a database 
demand for know-how in very specific domains and changes 
made to the database structure will have an effect on them, the 
database and such tracking methods have to be well designed 
and implemented. Additionally, stored procedure responsible 
for executing search results can be extended by functions 
gathering tracking information.

B. Application Layer
A possible scenario for the integration of user tracking in 
business objects could be the logging of decision making 
processes. Supposing that there is a single business object that 
is responsible for searches accepting some keywords as input, 
imagine a user is searching for a very specific accommodation 
in Innsbruck. As the proposed keywords are very restrictive, the 
business objects is not able to find any accommodation in the 
database that would fit the search request. Consequently, this 
sharp search might be transformed by the business objects to 
a vaguer search, which may deliver better results. The way from 
starting the sharp search to result set of vaguer search can be 
tracked in the business objects, where it really happens.

C. Presentation Layer
Java Server Pages (JSP) in Web development offer the possibility 
to develop so called user-defined JSP tags. These tags support 
the integration of new functionalities in Web sites without 
having any knowledge in Java or scripting language [7]. Their 
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use is similar to HTML or XML tags, which simplifies the work 
of Web designers. Tags are implemented as Java classes. This 
class is responsible for the semantically logic of a tag. The 
underlying logic of such a tag can have visual impacts on a 
Web site, can handle database manipulation or any other not 
visible programming logic. 

VI. Tracking Methodology
With respect to the introduced three tier architecture the 
proposed tracking methodology is based on a common 
tracking model. It supports three ways of how to extract and log 
interesting tracking data: i) object-tracking, (ii) action-tracking  
and  (iii) hybrid-tracking .
The tracking engine provides a flexible but powerful instrument 
to track user and usage data in Web-based applications. On the 
one hand, the distinction between “action” and “parameter” 
objects supports requested flexibility in terms of logging any 
interesting data in one common model, and on the other hand, 
the integration of tracking techniques at all three tiers allows 
to gather information independent of occurrence and prevents 
data losses. In the following, we introduce a set of guidelines to 
illustrate how the introduced tracking model and the proposed 
tracking engine can be used to benefit from its power and 
flexibility. These guidelines may be regarded as good practice 
in the field of data tracking:
1. Define track-worth data: what should be tracked 
2. Define conditions for tracking: when should it be tracked? 
3. Define layer for tracking: where should it be tracked? 
4. Define format of tracked data: how should it be tracked? 
5. Define data storage: where should data be logged
6. Define data analysis and reuse: how should it be 
interpreted?

The model has three-layered approach in figure 

Fig. 3 : Database tables layers-wise

The layer one does the domain analysis. It has three tables, 
which identify the marker. The word may have more then one 
record as it is referred in many domain i.e. subjective marker. 
The value of classification is the name of subjective marker. 
It is shown in Database table 2 marker_Classification in layer 
1 of fig. 3. The fig. 4 shows mapping of word in Subjective 
marker ‘Computer’

Fig. 4 : content marker ‘Computer’

   

The layer Two identifies objects of various resource types, which 
are having the word from table, which contains EB - eBook, 
PB - Paper Book , PR - Physical Research Paper, PW - Physical  
White Paper, EM – eMagezine, PM - Paper Magazine, ER - 
Digital Research Paper, EW - Digital  White Paper, EA - Digital  
Articles, EJ - Digital  Journals, RR - Remote Research Paper, RW 
- Remote White Paper. Here we take Physical for Paper Library, 
Digital for Digital Library, Remote for Link to other WWW The 
res_word_ID is consist of first pair of letters is resource type, 
second pair of letters is classification, third pair of letters is 
short name derived from title to make more unique and six 
digits unique number. 

Fig. 5 : Word Resource table

The table word_resource_warehouse contain the words, page 
numbers that are associated with resource_ID and object_ID of 
the resource. The table is having two records of resource_word_
ID PBCODS000008, but page numbers associated with it are 
different.  The layer three furnishes the metadata of document 
objects in table Object resource metadata as shown in fig. 6. 
The details of the selected object resource from Word Resource 
table are gathered and used for content accessibility. 

Fig. 6 : Object resource metadata table

The application GUI asks three things for search. The first the 
search on attributes of documents title, author, etc. second 
domain and third phrase to search. The figure shows search on 
‘keyword’ of domain ‘computer’ and word ‘Data structure’ 

V. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an approach for multi-level 
data tracking and logging. First, we introduced into the Web 
mining categories and explained its fields of activities. The 
Different from the existing digital library, a new approach, called 
multiple layered database (MLDB) approach using webmart, 
has been proposed and investigated for resource discovery 
and content accessibility. The approach is to construct content  
digital library in which accessibility of content is as simple 
as accessing content of word from index of a book .These 
data is cleaned from unnecessary information (i.e. requested 
images) in the preprocessing task, followed by the pattern 
discovery process that generates valuable information about 
user behavior. The major strength of the MLDB approach 
provides a tight integration of database and data mining with 
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resource discovery and content accessibility from repository of 
objects. Additionally, we introduced the multi-level data tracking 
methodology approach. We explained the three tier model of 
modern and the proposed tracking engine can be used to 
benefit from its power and flexibility. The search performance 
depends upon how efficiently and effectively classification of 
resource is done in such a multiple layered database. 
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